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PROJECT OVERVIEW

Thank you for taking the time to complete the PBF Progress report. For projects with more than one
recipient, please consult among co-recipients prior to filling out the form to ensure collaboration on
the responses. You can generate a print out of the blank form by clicking on the print icon on the top
right corner of the page. If you have any questions or require technical assistance in filling out the
form, please send an email to keshni.makoond@un.org

Click Next below to start

» Report Submission

Semi-annual

Annual

Final

Other

Type of report *

Date of submission of report

2022-11-17

*

Name and Title of Person submitting the report
Michael Musili Nzau

*

Name and Title of Person who approved the report
Evelyn Edroma

*

https://ee.kobotoolbox.org/edit/keshni.makoond@un.org


yes

no

Have all fund recipients for this project contributed to the report? *

yes

no

Not Applicable

Did PBF Secretariat or the PBF Focal point in the resident coordinator office review the report?
If there is no PBF secretariat in country, please select "Not applicable". If there is a PBF secretariat, you should normally ensure that they
have an opportunity to review.

*

Any additional comment from the PBF Secretariat/ RCO Focal point on this report

» Project Information and Geographical Scope

yes no

Is this a cross-border or regional project? *

Asia and the Pacific Central & Southern Africa East Africa

Europe and Central Asia Global Latin America and the Carribean

Middle East and North Africa West Africa

Please select the geographical region in which the project is implemented

Country of project implementation
*

Ethiopia  Kenya  Madagascar

Somalia  South Sudan  Sudan

Other, Specify



00117921: Breaking the cycle of violence - rehabilitating justice and accountability mechanisms for the
transformation of survivors and perpetrators of violent conflict into change agents for peace

00130006: Building peace through promoting inclusive and participatory transitional justice processes and
mechanisms in South Sudan

00130571: Challenging harmful and patriarchal gender norms for better mental health and peace and
security, amongst women and girls and communities in the Wunlit Triangle

00129661: Community Action for Peaceful Resolution of Housing, Land and Property (HLP) Disputes and Conflicts

00113057: Enhancing Women's Access to Land to Consolidate Peace in South Sudan

00120688: Gender mainstreaming in Security Sector Reform

00129659: Secretariat support to the PBF portfolio in South Sudan

00129660: Support to a people-driven and gender responsive permanent constitution making process in South
Sudan

00118940: Youth Action for Reduced Violence and Enhanced Social Cohesion in Wau, South Sudan

Other, Specify

Project Title *

Project Start Date

2022-01-06

*

Project end Date

2024-01-06

*

YES, Cost Extension

YES, No Cost Extension

YES, Both Cost and No Cost extensions

NO, No Extensions

Has this project received an extension? *

YES, Cost Extension

YES, No Cost Extension

YES, Both Cost and No Cost extensions

NO, No Extensions

Will this project be requesting an extension? *

yes

no

Is funding disbursed either into a national or regional trust fund *



Recipients

UN entity

Non-UN Entity

Is the lead recipient a UN agency or a non UN entity? *

Please select the lead recipient
*

UNDP: United Nations Development Programme  IOM: International Organization for Migration

UNICEF: United Nations Children's Fund

OHCHR: Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

UNWOMEN: United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women

UNHCR: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees  UNFPA: United Nations Population Fund

FAO: Food and Agriculture Organization  WFP: World Food Programme

UNHABITAT: United Nations Human Settlements Programme

UNESCO: United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

UNEP: United Nations Environment Programme  ILO: International Labour Organization

WHO: World Health Organization  PAHO/WHO

UNCDF: United Nations Capital Development Fund  UNODC: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime

UNOPS: United Nations Office for Project Services

UNIDO: United Nations Industrial Development Organization  ITC: International Trade Centre

UNDPO  Other, Specify



No other recipients

Yes, other UN recipients only

Yes, other non-UN recipients only

Yes, both UN and non-UN recipients

Are there other recipients for this project? *

Please select other UN recipients recipients
*

UNDP: United Nations Development Programme  IOM: International Organization for Migration

UNICEF: United Nations Children's Fund

OHCHR: Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

UNWOMEN: United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women

UNHCR: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees  UNFPA: United Nations Population Fund

FAO: Food and Agriculture Organization  WFP: World Food Programme

UNHABITAT: United Nations Human Settlements Programme

UNESCO: United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

UNEP: United Nations Environment Programme  ILO: International Labour Organization

WHO: World Health Organization  PAHO/WHO

UNCDF: United Nations Capital Development Fund  UNODC: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime

UNOPS: United Nations Office for Project Services

UNIDO: United Nations Industrial Development Organization  ITC: International Trade Centre

UN Department of Peace Operations  Other, Specify

Implementing Partners

To how many implementing partners has the project transferred money to date?

8

1



Please list all of the project's implementing partners and the amounts (in USD) transferred to each to
date

National youth CSO

National women's CSO

Other National CSO

Subnational youth CSO

Subnational women's CSO

Other subnational CSO

Regional CSO

Regional Organisation

International NGO

Governmental entity

Other

Please select the type of organisation which best describes the type of implementing partner *

What is the name of the Implementing Partner
Youth Empowerment Foundation (YEF)

*

What is the total amount (in USD) disbursed to the implementing partner to date

25000

*

Briefly describe the main activities carried out by the Implementing Partner
Please limit your response to 175 words

The youth CSO was contracted to undertake community outreaches, dialogues and provide support systems for
victims of past atrocities in Central Equatorial State.

*

2



Please list all of the project's implementing partners and the amounts (in USD) transferred to each to
date

National youth CSO

National women's CSO

Other National CSO

Subnational youth CSO

Subnational women's CSO

Other subnational CSO

Regional CSO

Regional Organisation

International NGO

Governmental entity

Other

Please select the type of organisation which best describes the type of implementing partner *

What is the name of the Implementing Partner
Narrative Hub

*

What is the total amount (in USD) disbursed to the implementing partner to date

25000

*

Briefly describe the main activities carried out by the Implementing Partner
Please limit your response to 175 words

CSO was provided with grant to mobilisation community, undertake community outreaches, awareness and
dialogues in preparation for the Truth, Reconciliation and Healing through the Truth, Healing and Reconciliation
Commission once established. The CSO was tasked with establishing Victim Support Groups for the survivors of past
atrocities and human Rights Abuses in Lakes State.

*

3



Please list all of the project's implementing partners and the amounts (in USD) transferred to each to
date

National youth CSO

National women's CSO

Other National CSO

Subnational youth CSO

Subnational women's CSO

Other subnational CSO

Regional CSO

Regional Organisation

International NGO

Governmental entity

Other

Please select the type of organisation which best describes the type of implementing partner *

What is the name of the Implementing Partner
Women Progress Organization (WPO)

*

What is the total amount (in USD) disbursed to the implementing partner to date

25000

*

Briefly describe the main activities carried out by the Implementing Partner
Please limit your response to 175 words

The CSO was contracted to provide local community outreaches, dialogues and awareness in readiness for
community readiness to participate in the transitional justice processes in Jonglei State

*

4



Please list all of the project's implementing partners and the amounts (in USD) transferred to each to
date

National youth CSO

National women's CSO

Other National CSO

Subnational youth CSO

Subnational women's CSO

Other subnational CSO

Regional CSO

Regional Organisation

International NGO

Governmental entity

Other

Please select the type of organisation which best describes the type of implementing partner *

What is the name of the Implementing Partner
Wider Aid and Development Agency-South Sudan (WADA-SS)

*

What is the total amount (in USD) disbursed to the implementing partner to date

25000

*

Briefly describe the main activities carried out by the Implementing Partner
Please limit your response to 175 words

The CSO was contracted to carry-out awareness community outreaches in preparing vulnerable groups to willingly
and actively participate in the transitional justice process in Northern Bahr-El Ghazal State.

*

5



Please list all of the project's implementing partners and the amounts (in USD) transferred to each to
date

National youth CSO

National women's CSO

Other National CSO

Subnational youth CSO

Subnational women's CSO

Other subnational CSO

Regional CSO

Regional Organisation

International NGO

Governmental entity

Other

Please select the type of organisation which best describes the type of implementing partner *

What is the name of the Implementing Partner
South Sudan Law Society

*

What is the total amount (in USD) disbursed to the implementing partner to date

25000

*

Briefly describe the main activities carried out by the Implementing Partner
Please limit your response to 175 words

The CSO was contracted to provide and create awareness to community members to actively participate in the
transitional justice process. This included formation and support system for victims of past atrocities and human
rights abuses in Upper Nile State.

*

6



Please list all of the project's implementing partners and the amounts (in USD) transferred to each to
date

National youth CSO

National women's CSO

Other National CSO

Subnational youth CSO

Subnational women's CSO

Other subnational CSO

Regional CSO

Regional Organisation

International NGO

Governmental entity

Other

Please select the type of organisation which best describes the type of implementing partner *

What is the name of the Implementing Partner
Africa Physiotherapy Aid (APTA)

*

What is the total amount (in USD) disbursed to the implementing partner to date

25000

*

Briefly describe the main activities carried out by the Implementing Partner
Please limit your response to 175 words

The CSO was contracted to provide awareness, outreach and dialogue services to communities in preparation to
participate the transition justice process including the truth telling once the Commission on Truth, Healing and
Reconciliation.

*

7



Please list all of the project's implementing partners and the amounts (in USD) transferred to each to
date

National youth CSO

National women's CSO

Other National CSO

Subnational youth CSO

Subnational women's CSO

Other subnational CSO

Regional CSO

Regional Organisation

International NGO

Governmental entity

Other

Please select the type of organisation which best describes the type of implementing partner *

What is the name of the Implementing Partner
Federation of Woman Lawyers (FIDA)

*

What is the total amount (in USD) disbursed to the implementing partner to date

25000

*

Briefly describe the main activities carried out by the Implementing Partner
Please limit your response to 175 words

The CSO was contracted to create awareness through outreaches, dialogues, community radio; to provide
information and sensitive and prepare the community to participate in the transitional justice process.

*

8



Please list all of the project's implementing partners and the amounts (in USD) transferred to each to
date

National youth CSO

National women's CSO

Other National CSO

Subnational youth CSO

Subnational women's CSO

Other subnational CSO

Regional CSO

Regional Organisation

International NGO

Governmental entity

Other

Please select the type of organisation which best describes the type of implementing partner *

What is the name of the Implementing Partner
TUKUL-AFRICA

*

What is the total amount (in USD) disbursed to the implementing partner to date

25000

*

Briefly describe the main activities carried out by the Implementing Partner
Please limit your response to 175 words

The CSO provided awareness raising through community outreaches, dialogues and radio programme to prepare
community to participate in the transitional justice process. They also supported the victims of past atrocities and
human rights abuses on Western Bahr El Ghazal.

*



yes

no

Does the project have an active steering committee? *

Please provide a brief description of any engagement that the project has had with the government
over the last 6 months? Please indicate what level of government the project has been engaging with?
Please limit your response to 275 words

The project has engaged with the Government, through the Technical Committee for the establishment of the CTRH
in the conduct of the nationwide consultation in preparation for the establishment of the Commission for Truth,
Reconciliation and Healing. The project facilitated the conduct of the consultation. The project has also engaged
with the Government to facilitate learning tour to the Gambia in preparation of the the Transitional Justice process
in South Sudan.

*

Financial Reporting

» Delivery by Recipient

Please enter the total amounts in US dollars allocated to each recipient organization 
Please enter the original budget amount, amount transferred to date and estimated expenditure by
recipient.
Please make sure you enter the correct amount. All values should be entered in US Dollars

Recipients Total Project
Budget  
(in US $)
Please enter the total
budget as is in the
project document in US
Dollars

Transfers to
date  
(in US $)
Please enter the total
amount transferred to
each recipient to date in
US Dollars

Expenditure
to date  
(in US $)
Please enter the
approximate amount
spent to date in US
dollars

Implementati
on rate as a
percentage of
total budget
(calculated automatically)

UNDP:
United
Nations
Developmen
t
Programme

2969796.51
*

2078857.56
*

425014.49
*

14.31 %



OHCHR:
Office of the
United
Nations
High
Commission
er for
Human
Rights

0
*

0
*

0
*

NaN %

UNHCR:
United
Nations
High
Commission
er for
Refugees

1028029.25
*

719620.48
*

193303.09
*

18.8 %

TOTAL 3997825.76 2798478.04 618317.58

15.4
7%

Correct Incorrect

The approximate implementation rate as percentage of total project budget based on the values

entered in the above matrix is 15.47%. Can you confirm that this is correct?

*

» Gender-responsive Budgeting



Indicate what percentage (%) of the budget contributes to gender equality or women's
empowerment (GEWE)?

41.68

*

Correct Incorrect

The dollar amount of the budget contributing to Gender Equality and Women's Empowerment (GEWE)

based on percentage entered above and total project budget is US $ 1666293.78. Can you confirm
that this is correct?

*

Correct Incorrect

Amount expended to date on efforts contributiong to gender equality or women's empowerment is

US $ 257714.77. Is this correct?

*

ATTACH PROJECT EXCEL BUDGET SHOWING CURRENT APPROXIMATE EXPENDITURE.  
The templates for the budget are available here

Annex D_PBF_TJ project_budget_template_Annual Reporting-TF-Final -11_13_54.xlsx

*



Project Markers

Score 1 for projects that contribute in some way to gender equality, but not significantly (less than 30% of the total
budget for GEWE)

Score 2 for projects that have gender equality as a significant objective and allocate between 30 and 79% of the total
project budget to GEWE

Score 3 for projects that have gender equality as a principal objective and allocate at least 80% of the total project
budget to Gender Equality and Women's Empowerment (GEWE)

Please select the Gender Marker Associated with this project *

Risk marker 0 = low risk to achieving outcomes

Risk marker 1 = medium risk to achieving outcomes

Risk marker 2 = high risk to achieving outcomes

Please select the Risk Marker Associated with this project *

https://www.un.org/peacebuilding/content/application-guidelines
https://ee.kobotoolbox.org/media/get/1/cf580aa8-b0f6-4620-974a-5004881b30f3/Annex%20D_PBF_TJ%20project_budget_template_Annual%20Reporting-TF-Final%20-11_13_54.xlsx


(1.1) Security Sector Reform

(1.2) Rule of Law

(1.3) Demobilisation, Disarmament and Reintegration

(1.4) Political Dialogue

(2.1) National reconciliation

(2.2) Democratic Governance

(2.3) Conflict prevention/management

(3.1) Employment

(3.2) Equitable access to social services

(4.1) Strengthening of essential national state capacity

(4.2) Extension of state authority/Local Administration

(4.3) Governance of peacebuilding resources (including PBF Secretariats)

Please select the PBF Focus Area associated with this project *

Gender promotion initiative

Youth promotion initiative

Transition from UN or regional peacekeeping or special political missions

Cross-border or regional project

None

Is the project part of one or more PBF priority windows?
Select all that apply

*

PART I: OVERALL PROJECT PROGRESS

Please rate the implementation status of the following preliminary/preparatory activities

Contracting of Partners *

Not started Initiated Partially complete Completed Not Applicable

Staff Recruitment *

Not started Initiated Partially complete Completed Not Applicable



Collection of baselines *

Not started Initiated Partially complete Completed Not Applicable

Identification of beneficiaries *

Not started Initiated Partially complete Completed Not Applicable

Provide any additional descriptive information relating to the status of the project in terms of
implementation cycle, including whether preliminary/preparatory activities have been completed (i.e.
contracting of partners, staff recruitment, etc.)
Please limit your response to 250 words

The project was delayed since OHCHR could not lead/convene the project due to challenges related to direct
administration of the budget by OHCHR headquarters. However, the challenge was addressed with a project revision
signed on the 31st of March 2022 designating OHCHR’s financial obligations to be administered through UNDP on
their behalf.  

The project is in the process of institutionalizing the Technical Working Group (TWG) comprising OHCHR as the
convener, and UNDP, UNHCR, UNMISS and the RCO as members to ensure the regular management, technical
coordination, and complementarity in the project implementation.  

As part of the preliminary activities, relevant staff for the project have been recruited. These include a Transitional
Justice Specialist (UNDP), an International UNV, an administrative assistant and 1 consultant (OHCHR) as well as a
Transitional Justice Specialist (UNHCR). Some of the candidate for the posts have assumed duty e.g., the
International UNV (OHCHR) while plans are underway for other candidates for example the Transitional Justice
Specialist (UNDP) and Administrative Assistant (OHCHR) to be onboarded by 10 December 2022.  

The project also commenced the process of carrying out the baseline survey to inform the levels of knowledge and
understanding on key transitional justice processes to inform and track the progress of various project
interventions. 

Contrary to earlier plans to hold an Inception Meeting for project partners and key stakeholders, a review meeting
will instead be convened under the leadership of the Resident Coordinators Office and the Ministry of
Peacebuilding. The review meeting will assess the progress made so far and convey key messages on accelerating a
holistic approach to transitional justice in the country.

Summarize the main structural, institutional or societal level change the project has contributed to.
This is not anecdotal evidence or a list of individual outputs, but a description of progress made
toward the main purpose of the project
Please limit your response to 550 words

PART II: RESULT PROGRESS BY PROJECT OUTCOME



NOTES FOR COMPLETING THE REPORT:

Avoid acronyms and UN jargon, use general /common language.
Report on what has been achieved in the reporting period, not what the project aims to do.
Be as concrete as possible. Avoid theoretical, vague or conceptual discourse.
Ensure the analysis and project progress assessment is gender and age sensitive.
In the results table, please be concise, you will have 3000 characters, including blank spaces to
provide your responses

Describe overall progress under each Outcome made during the reporting period (for June reports:
January-June; for November reports: January-November; for final reports: full project duration).  
Do not list individual activities. If the project is starting to make/has made a difference at the outcome
level, provide specific evidence for the progress (quantitative and qualitative) and explain how it
impacts the broader political and peacebuilding context.

"On track" refers to the timely completion of outputs as indicated in the workplan.
"On track with peacebuilding results" refers to higher-level changes in the conflict or peace
factors that the project is meant to contribute to. These effects are more likely in mature
projects than in newer ones.

0 1 2 3 4 5 more than 5

How many OUTCOMES does this project have *

Please write out the project outcomes as they are in the project results framework found in the project
document

Outcome 1:
The R-TGoNU establishes an inclusive, legitimate, gender responsive, and effectively functioning CTRH capable of
uncovering the truth about past violations to promote national unity

*

Outcome 2:
Stakeholders, including victims/survivors and affected communities, are empowered to share their views and raise
their concerns on truth, reconciliation and healing process and meaningfully participate in the consultation process
for the establishment of the CTRH.

*

Outcome 3:
Communities and the public are empowered by enhanced access to information, including through the
strengthened capacity of the media to increase awareness, understanding and support for truth and reconciliation
processes.

*



Outcome 1: The R-TGoNU establishes an inclusive, legitimate, gender responsive, and effectively
functioning CTRH capable of uncovering the truth about past violations to promote national unity

1. Off Track 2. On Track 3. On Track with evidence of peacebuilding results

Rate the current status of the outcome progress *



Progress summary
Please limit your response to 350 words

Though the CTRH yet to be established, selecting and operationalizing has been carried out. These supportive
actions have focused on holding advocacy meetings at Ministerial level to accelerate establishment of the CTRH as
well as providing technical and financial support to the Technical Committee on the establishment of the CTRH to
prepare, organize and conduct a nationwide, inclusive, gender sensitive and victim-centered consultations as
required by the peace agreement. The Technical Committee comprising representatives of key ministries, CSOs,
faith based organizations, women, and youth, consulted 4,543 (3080M/1463F) people in all 10 states and 3
Administrative Areas of the country to solicit and document the experiences and views of the people of South Sudan
which shall inform the design of the CTRH Bill.  

Prior to consulting the public, the Technical Committee created awareness on the transitional justice process with
an emphasis on the CTRH based on materials and messages produced with support of the project. Key issues
emerging from the consultation that are relevant for inclusion in the law included:  
A call for a credible, impartial, and independent CTRH that has safeguards to prevent government interference in
the discharge of its functions; The need to adequately fund the CTRH ; An inclusive CTRH that adequately reflects
and represents the gender, ethnic, cultural, religious and age diversity in the country with several suggesting it
should be headed by a female. The inclusion of persons with disability was emphasized; Members of the CTRH
should be people of integrity, neutral and independent and have a minimum level of education and competencies
comparable to what other countries have; The need to ensure that not only address truth, reconciliation, and
healing are addressed; Have mechanisms in place to ensure that CTRH recommendations are implemented. 

As part of its capacity development, the project arranged learning visits on transitional justice in November 2022 to
Gambia and South Africa. This includes delegation of ten high level policy makers and senior level practitioners from
the Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs, the Ministry of Gender Child and Social Welfare, the Ministry of
Peacebuilding, the TNLA, the Office of the President, the Peace Commission as well as representatives of civil society
and the media to exchange practical experiences on truth, reconciliation and reparations and to learn good
practices to establish a tailored CTRH in South Sudan alongside other mechanisms. The visit to the Gambia has
concluded with critical lessons and second leg of the visit will take place in South Africa at the end of November.

*



Indicate any additional analysis on how Gender Equality and Women's Empowerment and/or Youth
Inclusion and Responsiveness has been ensured under this Outcome
Please limit your response to 350 words

During the country-wide consultations to collect views on the formation of the CTRH, the technical committee
ensured the inclusive participation of different groups that amplified voices and expanded women’s and youth’s
agency. As a result, 32% of the people who were consulted are females while 41% were youth whose views have
been captured in the national report to inform the content of the law such as the need for a diverse, inclusive and
independent CTRH and to protect witnesses and victims once the process begins. 

The consultation included substantive engendered themes like the role and participation of women and youth in
the formulation of the CTRH law and the role that women, youth and other vulnerable groups can play during the
hearing once the Commission is established. As part of the technical support to the Technical Committee, the
project and ensured membership of men, women and youth as well as ensuring gender sensitive (responsive)
discussions and actions were included in the committee’s agenda.  

In the Call for Proposals (CFPs) for CSOs to sensitize the communities, the criteria for applicants were required to
demonstrate experience in implementing programmes on gender equality and youth informed with a focus on
transitional justice, as well as priority for women and youth led organisations. Moreover, the CFPs partnership with
survivor’s network ensured that at least 66% of female members of the network are capacitated to spearhead peace
dialogues, participating in awareness raising on peace and transitional justice messages within their communities.  

The awareness raising campaigns on the CTRH that seek to promote meaningful participation of displaced persons,
women and youth and persons living with disabilities were categorically targeted and an almost equal number of
men and women is being observed in these activities that is being carried in six of the IDP locations in Juba.

*

Using the Project Results Framework as per the approved project document or any amendments-
provide an update on the achievement of key outcome indicators for Outcome 1 in the table below

If the outcome has more than 3 indicators , select the 3 most relevant ones with most relevant
progress to highlight.
Where it has not been possible to collect data on indicators, state this and provide any
explanation. Provide gender and age disaggregated data. (3000 characters max per entry)

» Outcome 1: The R-TGoNU establishes an inclusive, legitimate, gender responsive, and
effectively functioning CTRH capable of uncovering the truth about past violations to promote
national unity

Outcome 1 Performanc
e Indicators
Describe the
indicator

Indicator
Baseline
State the baseline
value of the
indicator

End of
Project
Indicator
Target
State the target
value of the
indicator at the end
of the project

Indicator
progress to
date
State the current
cummulative value
of the indicator since
the start of the
project

Reasons for
Variance/
Delay (if
any)
Explain why the
indicator is off track
or has changed,
where relevant



1.1 Proportion of
women and
youth
representation
among CTRH
commissioners
and staff.

0 35% female
representation
and 10% youth
representation
(persons
between 18 and
32 years of age)
among CTRH
commissioners
and staff.

The
establishment of
the CTRH has
been delayed as
it awaits the
legislation of the
process for its
establishment

Awaiting
enactment of law
for the
establishment of
the CTRH.

1.2 : Public
perception and
proportion of
groups
supported
through this
project indicate
that the CTRH is
perceived as
inclusive,
legitimate,
gender
responsive,
effective, and
capable of
uncovering the
truth about past
violations,
thereby
expressing
confidence in it.

0 75% of
respondents
(including 50%
female and
persons between
18 and 32 years
of age) indicate
that they
perceive the
CTRH as
inclusive,
legitimate,
gender
responsive,
effective, and
capable of
uncovering the
truth about past
violations.

Perception
survey not
undertaken

A Perception
survey will be
conducted after
the CTRH is
established. The
law must be
enacted first.

1.3

0 1 2 3 4 5 more than 5

How many outputs does outcome 1 have?

Please list up to 5 of most relevant outputs for outcome 1

Output 1.1
Strengthen the capacity of the MOJCA, Task Force and Technical Committee to coordinate and implement on the
workplans to set up the CTRH and to respond to the needs of marginalized populations, including women, youth and
IDPs and refugees.



Output 1.2
A comprehensive legal framework establishing the CTRH is developed and enacted.

Output 1.3
The CTRH is established and implements its mandate according to the law.

For each output, and using the, project results framework, provide an update on the progress made
against 3 most relevant output indicators

» Output 1.1

Output 1.1:
Strengthen
the
capacity of
the MOJCA,
Task Force
and
Technical
Committee
to
coordinate
and
implement
on the
workplans
to set up
the CTRH
and to
respond to
the needs
of
marginalize
d
population
s, including
women,
youth and
IDPs and
refugees.

Performanc
e Indicators
Describe the
indicator

Indicator
Baseline
State the baseline
value of the
indicator

End of
Project
Indicator
Target
State the target
value of the
indicator at the end
of the project

Indicator
progress to
date
State the current
cummulative value
of the indicator since
the start of the
project

Reasons for
Variance/
Delay (if
any)
Explain why the
indicator is off track
or has changed,
where relevant



1.1.1 No. key actions
agreed towards
establishing the
CTRH by the
MOJCA Task
Force and
Technical
Committee.

6 15 Six (6) key
actions have
been taken:
secretariat
support to the
Technical
Committee and
Task Force;
revision of
methodology and
tools for
countrywide
consultations on
the CTRH law;
launch of the
consultations by
the President;
national
consultations
demonstrating
political will;
Technical
Committee
undertakes
consultations in
10 states and 3
administrative
areas and
prepares its
report with
recommendations;
the approval by
the minister to
commence
drafting of CTRH
and CRA Bills;
Learning visit to
the Gambia and
South Africa to
inform the
content of the
Bill;

1.1.2 No. of
consultative
meetings held
between CSOs
and MOJCA Task
Force & Technical
Committee

0 10 0 The CSOs are
being contracted
now.



1.1.3 Proportion of
Task Force and
Technical
Committee
Members
reporting
increased
understanding of
transitional
justice and issues
facing displaced
populations
following
capacity building
activities.

0 65% 0 Training of the
Task Force and
Technical
Committee will
be conducted
after the
development of
the training
manual which is
in progress

» Output 1.2

Output 1.2:
A
comprehen
sive legal
framework
establishin
g the CTRH
is
developed
and
enacted.

Performanc
e Indicators
Describe the
indicator

Indicator
Baseline
State the baseline
value of the
indicator

End of
Project
Indicator
Target
State the target
value of the
indicator at the end
of the project

Indicator
progress to
date
State the current
cummulative value
of the indicator since
the start of the
project

Reasons for
Variance/
Delay (if
any)
Explain why the
indicator is off track
or has changed,
where relevant

1.2.1 Legal framework
establishing the
CTRH is
developed and
presented to the
TNLA for
enactment.

No Law in Place Draft Law
Available

Zero Draft of the
bill drafted

Delay in
scheduling the
national
consultations by
the Task Force
and Technical
Committees. A
revised Bill to be
ready in
December for
consideration by
stakeholders



1.2.2 Indicator 1.2.2:
Number of
people who
participated in
public
consultations
conducted on the
design of CTRH
law and
disaggregated by
gender, age, and
population
group.

0 500 (50% female
and youth)

4,543 people
participated in
the consultations
in 10 states and 3
administrative
areas; of which
3,080 were male,
1,463 female
(32%) and 41%
youth. Report
produced and
validated.

1.2.3 a) R-TNLA report
of a regional
study visit 
 
b).Proportion of
those supported
with increased
knowledge of
transitional
justice issues and
enhanced
preparedness to
substantially
contribute to the
CTRH process.  
 
c).: Number of
victim-centered
and gender
sensitive issues
included in the
consultation
report
(disaggregated
by type of issue

a). 0 
b)0 
c)0

a)1 Regional visit 
 
 
b))55% of those
supported
(including 50%
female and 50 %
youth) 
 
c) Consultation
report

a). Regional Visit
Delayed  
 
b). 5 out of 6
awareness
campaigns
completed. 
Note: The
proportion of
those supported
to be tabulated
after the
awareness is
completed. 
 
c) At least 8
victim-centered
and gender
sensitive issues
included in the
consultation
report

» Output 1.3



Output 1.3:
The CTRH is
established
and
implement
s its
mandate
according
to the law.

Performanc
e Indicators
Describe the
indicator

Indicator
Baseline
State the baseline
value of the
indicator

End of
Project
Indicator
Target
State the target
value of the
indicator at the end
of the project

Indicator
progress to
date
State the current
cummulative value
of the indicator since
the start of the
project

Reasons for
Variance/
Delay (if
any)
Explain why the
indicator is off track
or has changed,
where relevant

1.3.1 No. of key
actions taken to
establish and
operationalize
the CTRH.

0 10 0 The actions will
be taken once
the CTRH Bill is
enacted into law
and measures
are taken to
operationalize
the Commission.

1.3.2 Rules of
procedure of the
CTRH developed.

No rules of
procedure in
place

Gender sensitive
rules of
procedure
drafted

No rule of
procedure is in
place .

Rules of
procedure will be
drafted within
the framework of
the CTRH law
once it is enacted

1.3.3 a) No of field
monitoring and
reporting visits
and reports
compiled by the
Transitional
Justice Working
Group (TJWG) and
National Human
Rights
Institutions
(NHRI). 
 
b)Number of
people who
participate in
national and sub-
national CTRH
led gender
sensitive and
victims centered
public hearing.

a) 0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b).0

a) 8 field
monitoring
missions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b)259

a)0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b):0

a)Field
monitoring to be
done alongside
the work of the 3
additional CSO
that are to
commence field
work in
November 2022. 
 
 
 
b). Public hearing
awaiting
establishment of
CTRH.



Outcome 2: Stakeholders, including victims/survivors and affected communities, are empowered to
share their views and raise their concerns on truth, reconciliation and healing process and
meaningfully participate in the consultation process for the establishment of the CTRH.

1. Off Track 2. On Track 3. On Track with evidence of peacebuilding results

Rate the current status of the outcome progress *



Progress summary
Please limit your response to 350 words

To ensure that victims/survivors and most conflict affected communities seek redress from the CTRH once it is
established, the project provided grants to eight (8) SOs who facilitated the establishment of 12 Victim Support
Groups (VSGs) in Northern Bahr El Ghazal (2), Jonglei (3),Central Equatorial (2), Unity (2) and Warrap (3) states. The
VSGs membership comprise of 365 (100 male/265 female) survivors/victims of prior conflict across the eight states
and the three administrative areas. The VSGs are one measure the UN is putting in place to facilitate the
participation of victims/survivors from affected communities in the truth telling, reconciliation and healing process
when it begins and enlighten them on their right to access to transformative reparations. In some locations, the
community leaders who fully participated in the Technical Committee led consultations process, have agreed to
take ownership of the CTRH process. In Unity State (Rukona Country), for example, the community leaders have
offered land for setting up and constructing structures for hosting the VSGs in their location.  

Further, to ensure that no one is left behind in the transitional justice process for relevant stakeholders in affected
communities, the project has contracted additional 3 CSOs to support capacity building and inclusive participation
of Persons with Disabilities (PWD), women and youth, Internally Displaced Persons (PWD) and victim and survivors’
network in Unity State in all aspects of transitional justice processes.  

Several stakeholder groups, including vulnerable community members , were allowed to share their views on the
design of the CTRH through the Technical Committee led country wide consultation and the CSO convened
dialogues. Some of the main issues raised during the consultations as well as during community sensitization and
dialogues organized by eight CSOs, in the 10 states and the 3 administrative areas included the timeline for which
atrocities should be considered for which the majority suggested it should cover the period between 2005 to the end
of the Transitional Period, while the CTRH should be able to conclude its work within 5 to 6 years. Other issues
related to victims and witness protection and how the government will prevent any retaliation. Discussions also
centered on what would amount to an atrocity or human right abuse/violation against the victims. It was suggested
that the categorization should be broad enough to include both abuse on individuals, community, and property
across age groups by individuals, organized groups, and both state and non-state actors.

*

Indicate any additional analysis on how Gender Equality and Women's Empowerment and/or Youth
Inclusion and Responsiveness has been ensured under this Outcome
Please limit your response to 350 words

Through Victim Support Groups (VSGs), the project has ensured that women have over 80% of participation. Out of
12 VSG membership, 265 out of 365 (73%) so far established are females, a situation that ensured matters related to
atrocities that affected mostly women are discussed. These issues included sexual gender based violence, forced
marriage women and how to protect people from retaliation for being involved in the truth telling process. The
project has undertaken to map various youth organizations, particularly within Juba that have a good
representation of the communities and individuals impacted by conflict and will form a critical reference group for
subsequent engagement once the truth telling process commences. This will enhance the awareness level for
community leaders, including women and youth leaders, and representatives of displaced populations and
advocacy campaigns, s to enable women and youth to participate comprehensively in the transitional justice
processes. 

Also , the project has identified 23 survivors’ networks of 375 out of which 66% are female, to benefit from the
capacity building for economic empowerment.

*



Using the Project Results Framework as per the approved project document or any amendments-
provide an update on the achievement of key outcome indicators for Outcome 2 in the table below

If the outcome has more than 3 indicators , select the 3 most relevant ones with most relevant
progress to highlight.
Where it has not been possible to collect data on indicators, state this and provide any
explanation. Provide gender and age disaggregated data. (300 characters max per entry)

» Outcome 2: Stakeholders, including victims/survivors and affected communities, are
empowered to share their views and raise their concerns on truth, reconciliation and healing
process and meaningfully participate in the consultation process for the establishment of the
CTRH.

Outcome 2 Performanc
e Indicators
Describe the
indicator

Indicator
Baseline
State the baseline
value of the
indicator

End of
Project
Indicator
Target
State the target
value of the
indicator at the end
of the project

Indicator
progress to
date
State the current
cummulative value
of the indicator since
the start of the
project

Reasons for
Variance/
Delay (if
any)
Explain why the
indicator is off track
or has changed,
where relevant

2.1 Proportion of
respondent
satisfied with the
safe spaces
created for them
to engage in
truth,
reconciliation,
and healing
processes.

Preliminary
survey

70 % of
respondents
(50% women,
50% youth, 50%
displaced
persons)

Survey not done Survey will be
completed once
the safe places
are constructed.
Construction was
delayed and
started in
November

2.2 Number of
existing/established
community-
based platforms
empowering
victims, survivors
and affected
communities to
raise their voices
and meaningfully
participate in the
process for
establishing the
CTRH

0 46 platforms
with 50% female
and youth (18-32
years)
representation (8
TJ Centers, 20
Victim Support
Groups/networks,
18 community
dialogues)

12 Victim
Support groups
(Over 50 %
women

more victim
support groups
to be established
in 2023



2.3 Number of
victims, survivors
and
representatives
of affected
communities
empowered to
participate in
truth,
reconciliation,
and healing
processes.

0 500 (50% female
and 50% aged
between 18 and
32 years)

365 (265 female) Another 145
victims and
survivors to be
reached in 2023

0 1 2 3 4 5 more than 5

How many outputs does outcome 2 have?

Please list up to 5 of most relevant outputs for outcome 2

Output 2.1
CSOs, traditional and community leaders and representative of displaced populations, including women and youth
leaders, substantively contribute to the process of establishing the CTRH.

Output 2.2
Victims of past violations, including women, children, youth, IDPs, refugees, returnees, and host communities are
adequately prepared and protected to engage in truth, reconciliation, and healing, including through support to and
the expansion of the victim/survivor networks

For each output, and using the, project results framework, provide an update on the progress made
against 3 most relevant output indicators

» Output 2.1



Output 2.1:
CSOs,
traditional
and
community
leaders and
representat
ive of
displaced
population
s, including
women
and youth
leaders,
substantive
ly
contribute
to the
process of
establishin
g the CTRH.

Performanc
e Indicators
Describe the
indicator

Indicator
Baseline
State the baseline
value of the
indicator

End of
Project
Indicator
Target
State the target
value of the
indicator at the end
of the project

Indicator
progress to
date
State the current
cummulative value
of the indicator since
the start of the
project

Reasons for
Variance/
Delay (if
any)
Explain why the
indicator is off track
or has changed,
where relevant

2.1.1 No. of
consultative
workshops and
dialogues held
with CSOs,
traditional and
community
leaders on CTRH
and gender
sensitive and
victim centered
truth,
reconciliation,
and healing.

0 20 in 10 states 24 Consultation
in 8 states , with
2,099 (943 F)
people

2.1.2 No. of Disability
Organizations
actively involved
in the process

0 5 disability
Organizations
(50% women and
youth)

o Delayed but 3
CSOs have been
identified and
start operation
in November
2022



2.1.3 2.1.3. Proportion
of people
sensitized with
increased
understanding of
truth,
reconciliation
and healing
processes and
issues.  
 
2.1.4: No. of
Transitional
Justice Centers
established and
fully operational. 
 
2.1.5 
Support the
mobilization of
community
leaders,
including women
and youth
leaders, and
representatives
of displaced
populations

2.1.3: 0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1.4: 0 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1.5: 0

2.1.3: 50 % of
respondents
(50% women, 50
%youth, and 50%
displaced
persons). 
 
 
 
 
2.1.4: 8
Transitional
Justice Centers.  
 
 
 
 
2.1.5:50 % of
respondents
(50% women, 50
%youth, and 50%
displaced
persons)

2.1.3: 734,998
(447,512
M/287,486 F) 
Note: The actual
proportion to be
determined in
due cause. 
 
 
2.1.4: 1
Transitional
Justice Center
under
construction in
Don Bosco  
 
 
2.1.5: 251
individuals have
been reached
through this
process;
130males, 121
females and 5
persons with
disabilities.

» Output 2.2



Output 2.2:
Victims of
past
violations,
including
women,
children,
youth, IDPs,
refugees,
returnees,
and host
communiti
es are
adequately
prepared
and
protected
to engage
in truth,
reconciliati
on, and
healing,
including
through
support to
and the
expansion
of the
victim/survi
vor
networks

Performanc
e Indicators
Describe the
indicator

Indicator
Baseline
State the baseline
value of the
indicator

End of
Project
Indicator
Target
State the target
value of the
indicator at the end
of the project

Indicator
progress to
date
State the current
cummulative value
of the indicator since
the start of the
project

Reasons for
Variance/
Delay (if
any)
Explain why the
indicator is off track
or has changed,
where relevant



2.2.1 Number of
existing victim
and survivor
networks/groups
supported as
well as number
of new networks/
groups
established in
additional
locations for
survivors of
human rights
violations,
including
CRSV/SGBV

33 53 12 victim and
survivor groups
supported,
comprising
women, youth,
IDPs and
survivors of SGBV
and CRSV. The
members were
made aware of
the CTRH process
and prepared to
engage with it
once established
and provided
counselling
support

2.2.2 No of people
aware of and
confident to
engage in truth,
reconciliation,
and healing
processes
(disaggregated
by gender and
age)

0 250 (50% women,
60% youth)

375 (73% women,
44% Youth)

1.2.3

Outcome 3: Communities and the public are empowered by enhanced access to information,
including through the strengthened capacity of the media to increase awareness, understanding and
support for truth and reconciliation processes.

1. Off Track 2. On Track 3. On Track with evidence of peacebuilding results

Rate the current status of the outcome progress *



Progress summary
Please limit your response to 350 words

Through Small Value Grants to 8 CSOs, continued preparing the people in the ten States and three administrative
areas. This includes victims of past abuses with provision of information, civic awareness and mobilizing them to
actively and fully participate and benefit from the CTRH. The key focus has been sensitizing and preparing the most
vulnerable members of society, such as women and girls, sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV) survivors,
persons with disabilities, youth and the elderly, as well as internally displaced people (IDPs) and returnees.  

The CSOs led sensitization has been achieved through multiple approaches complementing the consultative and
public sensitisation work of the Technical Committee. The CSOs has conducted 24 outreaches, reaching 2,099 (945
female) community members and victims of past human rights abuses and eight radio talks shows reaching
approximately 732,899 (446,356 female) persons in ten States. Eighteen complementary group specific and inter-
generational dialogues were also held bringing together 642 (379 female) participants to further increased
awareness, help people reflect on their experiences, mobilize communities to participate in the CTRH hearings and
create demand for the establishment of other mechanisms on reparations and criminal accountability. Further, the
project mobilized community leaders leading community structures within IDPs settings, including women and
youth leaders, and representatives of displaced populations to create awareness and share information on
transitional justice 5 IDP locations in Juba.  

The project in partnership with the Union of Journalists of South Sudan (UJOSS), the Reconstituted Joint Monitoring
and Evaluation Commission (RJMEC) and the International Committee of Transitional Justice (ICTJ) organised a three-
day training for 20 media practitioners and journalists on Chapter V of the R-ARCSS. The 20 media practitioners and
journalists comprising of 13 men and women were drawn from among freelance, radio and print reporters from
Central Equatoria, Western Equatoria, Lakes, Northern Bahr El Ghazal, Eastern Equatoria, Jonglei, Unity States as
well as the Ruweng Administrative Area. Using pre and post training surveys 94% of the media practitioners and
journalists expressed increased knowledge and understanding of transitional justice process, specifically truth,
reconciliation and healing. A cadre of media practitioners with competency to report on Chapter V of the R-ARCSS
and transitional justice questions was established. There are plans to carry out similar trainings at the three
regional capitals of the country in coming months 

The activities in support of community radios and creation of opportunities for media to engage vulnerable groups,
especially displaced persons on truth, reconciliation, and healing discussions will continue through December 2022.

*

Indicate any additional analysis on how Gender Equality and Women's Empowerment and/or Youth
Inclusion and Responsiveness has been ensured under this Outcome
Please limit your response to 350 words

Of the 11 CSOs selected to prepare the communities in readiness for the CTRH, 50% are either women and or youth
led. During the sensitization, the outreaches, mainly through radio reached approximately 446,356 were females.
Through the 18 dialogues held across the country, 379 were female participants. During the sensitization and
dialogues, the female participants expressed the need for the commission to be independent and reflect all
ethnicities in the country, have gender balance and be representative of all groups including persons with disability.
Where possible women called for it should be headed by a female. Many participants, particularly women and youth
raised concerns about the safety and security of witnesses and victims once the process begins noting that their
protection should be prioritized and considered seriously if the process is to be successful.

*



Using the Project Results Framework as per the approved project document or any amendments-
provide an update on the achievement of key outcome indicators for Outcome 3 in the table below

If the outcome has more than 3 indicators , select the 3 most relevant ones with most relevant
progress to highlight.
Where it has not been possible to collect data on indicators, state this and provide any
explanation. Provide gender and age disaggregated data. (300 characters max per entry)

» Outcome 3: Communities and the public are empowered by enhanced access to information,
including through the strengthened capacity of the media to increase awareness, understanding
and support for truth and reconciliation processes.

Outcome 3 Performanc
e Indicators
Describe the
indicator

Indicator
Baseline
State the baseline
value of the
indicator

End of
Project
Indicator
Target
State the target
value of the
indicator at the end
of the project

Indicator
progress to
date
State the current
cummulative value
of the indicator since
the start of the
project

Reasons for
Variance/
Delay (if
any)
Explain why the
indicator is off track
or has changed,
where relevant

3.1 Proportion of
people reached
with messages
who feel
sufficiently
informed about
the CTRH and
reconciliation,
truth, and
healing

0 75% (40% female;
50% youth)

TBD Perception
survey to be
conducted

3.2 # of media who
engage
vulnerable
groups/displaced
persons on truth,
reconciliation,
and healing
discussions
through (talk
shows, round
tables etc.).

0 5 (50% reached
representative of
women, girls,
and youths)

0

3.3



0 1 2 3 4 5 more than 5

How many outputs does outcome 3 have?

Please list up to 5 of most relevant outputs for outcome 3

Output 3.1
Enhanced capacity of the media to contribute to objective, well informed and gender sensitive reporting on the
truth, reconciliation, and healing process including consultations and engagement with the CTRH.

Output 3.2
Enhanced public awareness and support to the truth, reconciliation and healing process, targeting groups including
victims/ survivors of human rights violations, women, youth, refugees, and host communities.

For each output, and using the, project results framework, provide an update on the progress made
against 3 most relevant output indicators

» Output 3.1



Output 3.1:
Enhanced
capacity of
the media
to
contribute
to
objective,
well
informed
and gender
sensitive
reporting
on the
truth,
reconciliati
on, and
healing
process
including
consultatio
ns and
engagemen
t with the
CTRH.

Performanc
e Indicators
Describe the
indicator

Indicator
Baseline
State the baseline
value of the
indicator

End of
Project
Indicator
Target
State the target
value of the
indicator at the end
of the project

Indicator
progress to
date
State the current
cummulative value
of the indicator since
the start of the
project

Reasons for
Variance/
Delay (if
any)
Explain why the
indicator is off track
or has changed,
where relevant

3.1.1 Proportion of
trained
journalists who
have an
increased
understanding of
truth,
reconciliation
and healing
issues and
processes.

0 60 % of trained
journalists.

94% of the 20
trained
journalists
reported an
increased
understanding
on Chapter V of
the R-ARCSS and
truth
reconciliation
and healing
specifically.



3.1.2 Number of
outreach
programs aired
through media
outlets

0 25 18 radio talk
shows in 8 states
undertaken
reaching
approximately
732,899 (446,356
female) persons
in ten States

3.1.3 Number of
capacity building
events held with
target
beneficiaries
(disaggregated
by gender and
age).

0 10 events * 30
participants =
300 people
reached (40%
female; 50%
youth)

8 Events 
Participants =186
(42 % female)

» Output 3.2

Output 3.2:
Enhanced
public
awareness
and
support to
the truth,
reconciliati
on and
healing
process,
targeting
groups
including
victims/
survivors of
human
rights
violations,
women,
youth,
refugees,
and host
communiti
es.

Performanc
e Indicators
Describe the
indicator

Indicator
Baseline
State the baseline
value of the
indicator

End of
Project
Indicator
Target
State the target
value of the
indicator at the end
of the project

Indicator
progress to
date
State the current
cummulative value
of the indicator since
the start of the
project

Reasons for
Variance/
Delay (if
any)
Explain why the
indicator is off track
or has changed,
where relevant



3.2.1 No of people
reached with
messages on
truth,
reconciliation,
and healing
(disaggregated
by gender, age,
and
displacement
status

0 10,000 people
(40% female; 50%
youth)

732,899 (446,356
female) persons
in ten States

3.2.2 Number of
promotional
materials printed
and distributed
with recipients
disaggregated by
gender and age.

0 5,000 IECs
printed and
distributed (50 %
distributed to
women and
youth)

0 IECs were drafted
and their
translation into
local language is
underway before
printing and
distribution can
be done.

3.2.3 Number of civic
education events
carried out
(disaggregated
by gender and
age).

0 20 for 850 people
(40% female; 50%
youth)

5 events (251
individuals have
been reached
through this
process;
130males, 121
females and 5
persons with
disabilities.

PART III: Cross-Cutting Issues

yes

no

Is the project planning any significant events in the next 6 months (eg. national dialogues, youth
congresses, film screenings, etc. )

If yes, please state how many, and for each, provide the approximate date of the event and a brief
description, including its key objectives, target audience and location (if known)

5

1



Event Title:
Drafting of critical bills (CTRH and CRA)

*

Date (can be tentative)

2022-12

*

Location (if known)
Juba

Senior Government officials

Other Government officials

Civil Society

Youth

Women

Military or Police Personnel

Traditional Leaders

Donors

Businesses/ Private Sector

Former Combattants

Journalists

Artists

Other

Target Audience
Select as many as applicable

*

Objectives
Please limit your response to 150 words

Drafting of the CTRH and CRA Bills and advocacy for the Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs to present
them to the Council of Ministers and the TNLA for debate and enactment

*

Any other information on the event

2



Event Title:
Draft Rule of Procedure for CTRH

*

Date (can be tentative)

2023-02

*

Location (if known)
Juba

Senior Government officials

Other Government officials

Civil Society

Youth

Women

Military or Police Personnel

Traditional Leaders

Donors

Businesses/ Private Sector

Former Combattants

Journalists

Artists

Other

Target Audience
Select as many as applicable

*

Objectives
Please limit your response to 150 words

Support operationalisation of the CTRH through members nomination process and drafting the rules of procedure
for the CTRH

*

Any other information on the event

3



Event Title:
Community Sesitization

*

Date (can be tentative)

2022-11

*

Location (if known)
10 States of South Sudan

Senior Government officials

Other Government officials

Civil Society

Youth

Women

Military or Police Personnel

Traditional Leaders

Donors

Businesses/ Private Sector

Former Combattants

Journalists

Artists

Other

Target Audience
Select as many as applicable

*

Objectives
Please limit your response to 150 words

Continued sensitization by the CSOs and media organization on the process of formation and participation of
communities, particularly the vulnerable groups including women, youth, refugees and IDPs.

*

Any other information on the event

4



Event Title:
Design of MOJCA Website

*

Date (can be tentative)

2022-11

*

Location (if known)
Juba

Senior Government officials

Other Government officials

Civil Society

Youth

Women

Military or Police Personnel

Traditional Leaders

Donors

Businesses/ Private Sector

Former Combattants

Journalists

Artists

Other

Target Audience
Select as many as applicable

*

Objectives
Please limit your response to 150 words

Design of the Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs website for information dissemination on the process to
establish the CTRH.

*

Any other information on the event

5



Event Title:
Study tour to South Africa

*

Date (can be tentative)

2022-12

*

Location (if known)
South Africa

Senior Government officials

Other Government officials

Civil Society

Youth

Women

Military or Police Personnel

Traditional Leaders

Donors

Businesses/ Private Sector

Former Combattants

Journalists

Artists

Other

Target Audience
Select as many as applicable

*

Objectives
Please limit your response to 150 words

Undertake a regional learning excursion by a 10 member high-level delegation from South Sudan to South Africa
which has previously undergone the truth and reconciliation process.

*

Any other information on the event

Human Impact



This section is about the human impact of the project. Please state the number of key stakeholders of
the project, and for each, please briefly describe: 
i. The challenges/problem they faced prior to the project implementation 
ii. The impact of the project on their lives 
iii. Provide, where possible, a quote or testimonial from a representative of each stakeholder group

How many key stakeholders does this project have?

3

*

Key Stakeholder :
Government of South Sudan

*

What were the challenges/problem they faced prior to the project implementation?
The Government is constrained with capacity including finances, human and technical.

*

What has been the impact of the project on their lives
Please limit your response to 350 words

The project has infused capacity development as both targeted and cross-cutting approach to strengthening the
ability of the government to manage and own the transitional justice process. Through the project, the government
has been able undertake the national consultation that will be instrumental in providing critical information and
inputs into the the CTRH and CRA laws.

*

Provide, where possible, a quote or testimonial from a representative of each stakeholder group
Please limit your response to 350 words

https://www.jmecsouthsudan.com/index.php/press-release/item/618-the-launch-of-public-consultations-on-the-
establishment-of-ctrh-in-south-sudan-is-a-great-milestone

*

Key Stakeholder :
Vulnerable groups (Woman, Youth, Disabled, IDPs, refugees and returns)

*

What were the challenges/problem they faced prior to the project implementation?
The vulnerable groups are the most critical owners of the transitional justice process they form part of the most
afflicted and suffered historical atrocities and human rights abuse. These categories of vulnerable group members
lacked the capacity to actively and willingly participate in the Transitional justice process.

*

1

2



What has been the impact of the project on their lives
Please limit your response to 350 words

The vulnerable groups have been part of the nation-wide consultation on the formation of CTRH. They have
expressed willingness to participate in the actual hearing during the CTRH process when CTRH is established.

*

Provide, where possible, a quote or testimonial from a representative of each stakeholder group
Please limit your response to 350 words

The vulnerable community during the consultative sessions, raised the critical issues that they would want to see in
the transitional justice process, especially the establishment of the CTRH. These issues included: 
1. Called for a credible, impartial, and independent CTRH that has safeguards to prevent government interference in
the discharge of its functions. 
2. The need to adequately fund the CTRH, if it is to reach every part of the country and carry out its wide mandate.  
3. An inclusive CTRH that adequately reflects and represents the gender, ethnic, cultural, religious and age diversity
in the country with several suggesting it should be headed by a female. The inclusion of persons with disability was
emphasized.  
4. Members of the CTRH should be people of integrity, neutral and independent and have a minimum level of
education and competencies comparable to what other countries have.  
5. The need to ensure that not only address truth, reconciliation, and healing are addressed, but an equal and
complementary effort is made to also address reparations and compensations.  
6. Have mechanisms in place to ensure that CTRH recommendations are implemented. These mechanisms should be
addressed well in the CTRH Bill. 
7. A call to ensure safety and security of witnesses and victims once the process begins.

*

Key Stakeholder :
Civil Society and Media Organization

*

What were the challenges/problem they faced prior to the project implementation?
They lacked capacity to advocate, sensitive and educate the communities on the Transitional Justice Process.

*

What has been the impact of the project on their lives
Please limit your response to 350 words

With the help of the project, the CSOs and Civil Society have became the main means for educating communities on
the transitional justice process. Through the CSOs and media organizations, communities are feeling more
comfortable to participate in the process.

*

Provide, where possible, a quote or testimonial from a representative of each stakeholder group
Please limit your response to 350 words

Testimonials on the next report

*

3



In addition to the stakeholder specific impact described above, please use this space to describe any
additional human impact that the project has had
Please limit your response to 650 words

You can also upload upto 3 files in various formats (picture files, powerpoint, pdf, video, etc..) to
illustrate the human impact of the project
OPTIONAL

File 1
For photos, please use high resolution JPEG format

Success Stoies-TJ -15_24_50.docx 

File 2
For photos, please use high resolution JPEG format

Click here to upload file. (< 5MB)

File 3
For photos, please use high resolution JPEG format

Click here to upload file. (< 5MB)

You can also add upto 3 links to online resources which illustrate the human impact of the project
OPTIONAL

Link 1

Link 2

Link 3

Monitoring

https://ee.kobotoolbox.org/media/get/1/cf580aa8-b0f6-4620-974a-5004881b30f3/Success%20Stoies-TJ%20-15_24_50.docx


Please list monitoring activities undertaken in the reporting period
Please limit your response to 350 words

The project staff has undertaken field visits, to monitor the implementation of project activities across all 10 States
and 3 Administrative Areas. 

In locations where the CSOs and media organizations are implementing sensitization activities, CSOs are producing
monthly reports forming the basis for regular monitoring.

*

yes

no

Do outcome indicators have baselines?
If only some of the outcome indicators have baselines, select 'yes'

*

Please provide a brief description
Please limit your response to 350 words

While the project has baselines, these baselines will be validated once the baseline survey, now started, is
completed.

*

yes

no

Has the project launched perception surveys or other community-based data collection? *

Evaluation

yes

no

Has an evaluation been conducted during the reporting period? *

Evaluation budget (in USD):

100000

*

If project will end in next six months, describe the evaluation preparations
Please limit your response to 350 words

Catalytic Effect

yes

no

Catalytic Effect (financial): Has the project led to additional funding from other sources? *



No catalytic effect

Some catalytic effect

Significant catalytic effect

Very Significant catalytic effect

Don't Know

Too early to tell

Catalytic Effect (non-financial): Has the project enabled or created a larger or longer‐term
peacebuilding change to occur (Ways in which the project has supported the expansion or creation of
programs and policies supporting peace, both within and outside the UN system)?

*

Please describe how the project has had a (non-financial) catalytic effect, i.e. ways in which the project
has supported the expansion or creation of programs and policies supporting peace, both within and
outside the UN system
Please limit your response to 350 words

The project has enabled the UN to respond strategically to a request from the government to support the
establishment of the CTRH through a consultative manner, which would not have been possible otherwise. The
Technical Committee was able to carry out the consultations reaching groups that are often left behind in
peacebuilding process while setting the pace for transitional justice processes, increasing access to information on
them and promoting civic readiness. The project further helped the UN to form new partnerships with eight CSOs
that are leading awareness creation and dialogues on the efforts to establish the CTRH and laying the foundation
for follow up action and scaling up activities at the state and community level

*

yes

no

Does the project have an explicit exit strategy. *

Please describe any steps that have been taken to ensure the sustainability of peacebuilding gains
beyond the duration of the project
Please limit your response to 350 words

The activities for this project based on the law which is part of this project. Once the law is enacted, the results of
the project will be sustained within the the statutory organs of the government, both at national and sub-national
level.

*



Are there any other issues concerning project implementation that you want to share, including any
capacity needs of the recipient organizations?
South Sudan has extended the transitional period for two years with a clear roadmap to complete South Sudan’s
democratic transition to elections and a new Government. The roadmap prioritizes Chapter V of the R-ARCSS
providing an opportunity for more deliberate measures to advance a comprehensive approach to transitional justice
in a less rushed manner. The extension should however not downplay the urgency for the redress for victims of past
violations and conflict through transitional justice mechanisms.

Annex: Please use this space to upload any additional document you may want to the report ( ex.
Additional detail on indicator reporting)

Click here to upload file. (< 5MB)

Thank You. You have finished the report. Please Click on the SUBMIT button below. When the report is
submitted, a confirmation note will appear on a yellow banner on top of the page. This can take a few
seconds.


